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City of Portland
Bureau of Development Services

Presentation to the 

Portland City Council

Land Use Review LU 12-160096 CP ZC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, I’m Sheila Frugoli the assigned staff.  I’m here to present Hearings Officer Gregory Frank’s recommendation on land use review 12-160096 CP ZC,  a Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment and concurrent Zoning Map Amendment request.
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Proposal Summary
Amend the Comprehensive Plan Map and Zoning Map for the 15,000 

square foot, split-zoned site.  

•

 

Change from the High Density Single-Dwelling designation and 
the Residential 5,000 (R5) zone to the Urban Commercial 
designation and Mixed Commercial/Residential  (CM) zone for Lots

 5-8, Block 24, Fairport.

•

 

Change from the General Commercial (CG) designation and zone 
to the Urban Commercial designation and Mixed 
Commercial/Residential (CM) zone for Lots 3 and 4, Block 24.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The subject property is a 15,000 square foot, split-zoned site that is located at 7424 N. Mississippi.  The request is to change the zoning and designation from R5 single-dwelling residential to the CM, Mixed Commercial/Residential zone that implements the Urban Commercial Comp. Plan Map designation.  And the applicant has requested to also change the portion of his site that is zoned CG, General Commercial to the CM zone and Urban Commercial designation.   
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Approval Criteria

•

 

33.810.050, Comprehensive Plan Map Amendments 
Policy Analysis  
No Net Housing Loss

•

 

33.855.050.A-D, Zoning Map Amendments
Adequacy of Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to be approved, this proposal must be found to meet approval criteria 33.810.050.A and criteria 33.855.050.A-D.
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Existing Zoning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the current zoning map, we see that the northern third of the site is currently zoned CG and the southern two-thirds is zoned R5.  
The CG zone allows Retail Sales and Service, Office, Quick Vehicle Servicing, Vehicle Repair and Residential uses.  

This zone is an auto-oriented zone that allows drive-through facilities and exterior display and storage of goods.   

R5 is a single-dwelling residential zone that allows residential development at a density of 1 dwelling per 5,000 square feet.  
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Proposed Zoning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see the proposed map change. 

The CM zone promotes development that combines commercial and housing uses on a single site.  For sites with existing non-residential floor area, like this site, a match of residential floor area will be required when additional commercial floor area is proposed.  If the site were redeveloped, a 50-50 match of residential to commercial would be required.  

The CM zone prohibits drive-through facilities, Quick Vehicle Serving and Auto Repair uses and does not allow exterior storage and display.  
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Site Plan

Concrete Patio

Renovate Building

Upgrade parking lot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to this land use review, the applicant has submitted a building permit application to BDS, this site plan shows the proposed improvements. 
 
The owner hopes to renovate an existing 3-story building for commercial use and intends to update the existing parking area with new paving and perimeter landscaping.  The existing building was constructed with administrative offices and classrooms to support an adjacent church building.  
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Historic Aerial View
 Pre-2008

Sanctuary
Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For historical context, here we see a pre-2008 aerial photo of the site.  

 The sanctuary building, at the southwest corner of the site was demolished in 2008.  

 According to records, the church was constructed in 1924 and the attached support building was constructed in the early 1950s.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a current photo of the support building. 

The main entrance faces N. Stafford.  

We see the plywood boards filling in the opening where the building was connected to the church sanctuary.  

This building has remained unoccupied since the demo of the church.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see a closer view of the front facade and two adjacent homes.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the remainder of the foundation that supported the sanctuary building.  The applicant intends to use the existing concrete pad as an outdoor patio area.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see a portion of the existing building on the right hand side of the photo.  The gravel and paved area is the parking area for the building.
  The gray, concrete-block building sits on the eastern abutting lot.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see the back or north side of the building.  In the foreground we see a vacant abutting lot.   

The vacant lot has frontage on N. Lombard Street.   

Both this lot and the eastern abutting lot are zoned CG.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This aerial photo helps identify the vicinity of the site.   
 
The subject site is one block east of the I-5 freeway and 50 feet south of N. Lombard. 
To the east, the intersection of N. Lombard and Albina has a traffic signal.

And the areas, both north and south of the Lombard corridor, are developed with single-dwelling residences.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photo shows the northern-abutting vacant lot in the foreground and in the background we see storefront-type retail buildings on the north side of Lombard.   

The storefront buildings are zoned with the Storefront Commercial zone.  To the west of the storefront buildings is an apartment complex that is zoned R1, Multi-Dwelling Residential.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And where Mississippi intersects Lombard, on the west side of Mississippi,  there’s a small  commercial center.   This building was constructed in 2004.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The commercial center has a 30-space accessory parking lot behind the building.  Vehicle access to the parking area, is off N. Mississippi.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Northeast of the site, at the corner of N. Albina and N. Lombard there are auto-oriented commercial uses.   

In the foreground we see an auto repair use, in the background there’s a rental truck business.  
These properties are zoned CG.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the north side of Stafford, east of the subject site, the lots are developed with single-dwelling residences.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see the homes that are directly across from the site, on the south side of  N. Stafford.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here are the homes on the west side of N. Mississippi, directly across from the site.   
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Findings
• On balance, request is consistent with relevant policies.

• CM zone maintains housing potential.

• Public safety, water and sewer services are adequate.

•

 

Service capacity and the requirements of the  
Transportation Planning Rule necessitate a limit of 
vehicle trips.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As provided in the findings of the Hearings Officer’s report, the requested map change is, on balance, supportive of  the relevant policies. 

 Changing the map designation and zoning on this site will allow utilization of an existing commercial building.  The CM zone will allow commercial uses that are compatible with the adjacent residential development.

This proposal, with conditions, satisfies the zone change approval criteria for service adequacy.  To address traffic capacity for the N. Lombard/N. Mississippi intersection, the Portland Bureau of Transportation recommends conditions that set vehicle trip limits to address possible future expansions and/or redevelopment. 

I should note that Fabio de Freitas, from the Bureau of Transportation is here to answer questions about the traffic analysis and the Hearings Officer’s recommended conditions.  
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Hearings Officer Recommendation
Approval of a Comprehensive Plan Map and Zoning Map Amendment.

Conditions:  
Uses on the site are limited to a total of 444 weekday AM and 327 weekday PM peak 

hour trips.  

•

 

If the Subject Property is separated and/or divided into separate lots, the trip 
cap applies to the cumulative development/uses on the original 15,000 square 
foot site described as Lots 3-8, Block 24, Fairport.

•

 

When the Subject Property is redeveloped or when additional commercial floor 
area is proposed on the Subject Property that will result in 10,500 square feet or 
more of commercial floor area and/or three or more new residential units, 
Applicant must submit a traffic analysis prepared by a professional traffic 
consultant.  The analysis must confirm that the maximum number of vehicle 
trips associated with the development project(s), plus the existing uses on the 
Subject Property, will not exceed the 444 weekday AM and 327 weekday PM 
peak hour trip cap.  The traffic analysis must be submitted as part of the 
Building Permit application for PBOT review.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, the Hearings Officer recommends approval of the request, with a Condition that applies a trip cap on the site. 

 Even if divided, this trip cap will continue to apply to the original 15,000 square foot site.  

Recommended Condition A.2 will allow, without review, a modest increase of 1,000 square feet of commercial floor area and/or 2 new residential dwelling units on the site. 

If the owner or future owners wishes to exceed this allowance, the condition will require a traffic analysis to document that the proposed development will not generate more vehicle trips then allowed under Condition A.   
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end

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes my presentation.   Any questions?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes my presentation.   Any questions?


The Bureau of Planning and Sustainability submitted a response that explained that the City is in the process of updating its Comprehensive Plan.  The legislative process is not at a stage where changes to the City’s policies are proposed.  Nor is it at a stage where implementation tools such as changes to the Zoning Code and zoning maps have been developed.  Therefore only the currently adopted policies, map pattern and zoning code regulations may be considered.  The Planning and Sustainability bureau memo states support of the CM zone being applied at that location.   
The City’s No Net Housing Loss Policy is addressed through the application of the CM zone.  This zone provides potential for future housing development.   
This proposal, with conditions, satisfies the zone change approval criteria for service adequacy.  To address traffic capacity for the N. Lombard/N. Mississippi intersection, the Portland Bureau of Transportation recommended conditions that sets vehicle trip limits to address possible future expansions and/or redevelopment.   I should note that Fabio de Freitas, from PBOT is here to answer questions about the traffic analysis and the Hearings Officer’s recommended conditions.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, we see remnants of the demolished sanctuary building.  The existing building sits vacant.  This photo was taken from the south side of N. Stafford where Stafford intersects N. Mississippi.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directly across from the multi-tenant building, on the north side of Lombard, is an auto parts retail store.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see some of the home on the  on the south side of N. Stafford are single-dwelling residences.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the west side of N. Mississippi, directly kitty-corner from the site, we see more homes.  
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